A novel nonlinear NN-based approximation robust control scheme is proposed to solve tracking problem of a class of morphing vehicle in presence of unknown uncertainties and external disturbances. By employing NN to attenuate the system unknown uncertainties, an adaptive feedback control law is designed to automatic disturbance rejection in real time. The NN function reconstruction error is eliminated by the sliding-mode control. The proposed controller can cut down drastically the number of updated parameters, which results in much simpler control algorithm and convenient to implement in applications. Using a signal processing filter into the reference model, robust control is developed to guarantee that the tracked trajectories of system states are very well and smooth without drastically shock. The stability analysis shows that uniformly ultimately bounded of the closed-loop system can be guaranteed. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach.
Introduction
Morphing aircraft is the kind of aircraft which can change its aerodynamic configuration in large scale to realize the multi-mission flight and improve its performances. A lot of researches in morphing aircraft have been carried out by countries all over the world [1] - [4] , such as the active aeroelastic aircraft structures(3AS) and the morphing aircraft structures(MAS) program and so on. Linear feedback control scheme was developed for adaptive actuator failure compensation of the known linear model, as in [5] . The adaptive feedback control had been used for nonlinear systems with linearly parameterized uncertainty [6] . Automation control methods can provide a satisfactory performance under nominal operating conditions but they can't cope with the environment disturbances during the flight process [7] . Intelligent control were extended to deal with parameter nonlinear uncertainties effectively [8] - [14] . In [11] - [14] , adaptive neural network controlling approaches were proposed for nonlinear system to improve control performance. By prior selection of the number of the hidden neurons and prior training, a neural network with a fixed architecture has been used to reduce the system's model errors [12] . However, with the constraints of time and cost, it is hard to get enough sampling data to train a neural network to improve control performance. An online learning direct adaptive RFBNN algorithm was applied to estimate environment disturbances which considered the elements of the weighting vector as estimated parameters [14] . However, with an increase of neural network nodes to improve approximation accuracy, the number of parameter to be estimated will increase significantly. As a result, the online learning time will become prohibitively large.
Inspired by [15] , Bao B M [16] developed a direct NN control method with only one estimated parameter which is the maximum norm of the weighting vector for the strict-feedback nonlinear system. How to deal with the trade-off between online learning time and approximation accuracy for a class of morphing aircraft?
Motivated by the aforementioned work, in this paper, a novel robust adaptive neural track controller is developed for a class of aircraft system subject to time-varying uncertainty and disturbances.
The main contributions of this paper include the following points: To the best of authors' knowledge, for MIMO nonlinear system, by using NN approximate methods, it is the first time that, the estimated parameter is the norm of the NN weight vector not the weight matrix itself, unlike [15] using only one estimated parameter which is the maximum norm of the weighting vector for SISO nonlinear system. It deals with the trade-off between online learning time and approximation accuracy.
The command filter technique is combined in the novel robust control method. The filters are design to avoid the long shock adjustment time at initial phase which is even harmful to equipment in real systems and guarantee the system tracking performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the statement of the ICE morphing aircraft and the nominal system for uncertain. In Section 3, we design an online NN-based adaptive control scheme to guarantee the system tracking performance. Finally, the concluding remarks are addressed in Section 4.
Notations: R m denotes the Euclidean space of all real m-vectors. 
Description of ICE Morphing Aircraft
The aircraft model is the Innovative Control Effector (ICE) morphing aircraft whose configuration is a tailless, delta-wing fighter used for the purpose of study novel control effect or concepts [17] . For the ICE morphing aircraft (MA) model configuration, hundreds of distributed shape-change devices arrays are used to compose the effector suite employed to stabilize and maneuver the air vehicle, replacing the conventional hinged surfaces for ailerons. As illustrated by Fig.1 , the effector suite includes four arrays with 78 devices on each wing [18] . The 78 devices on each wing are arranged as follows: 10 devices in the upper-surface leading-edge (ULE) array, 22 devices in the lower-surface trailing-edge (LTE) array, 22 devices in the upper-surface trailing-edge (UTE) array, and 24 devices in the upper-surface wingtip (UTip) array. 
where g is gravity. The (u, v, w) and (p, q, r) are the translation and rotation rates about the body-fixed, reference (x, y, z) axes of the aircraft, respectively. 
where x I , y I , z I are the moments of inertia about the x, y, z axes and xz I is the relevant product of inertia about the y axis. Total air speed and dynamic pressure qbar are calculated as:
The detail of the parameter values can be found in [17] . The MA system has inherently uncertainties, varying dynamics due to the alteration of their configuration, modeling errors and environment disturbances. So the dynamic model of MA system can be described as
where A, B, D are appropriately dimensional known matrices. The () dt is additional external unknown disturbance which changed at a limited rate, its time derivative is norm bounded i.e.
() dt
 . The f(x) is bounded differential smoothly unknown modeling error caused by the wing shape change due to different flight missions. For the most of the flight conditions considered, the open-loop dynamic model is unstable and non-minimum phase.
Assumption 1:
1) The matrix pair (A, B) is controllable;
2) The input u lies into a compact set: 
Novel Controller Design and Stability Analysis
To deal with the modeling errors and environment disturbances, during the flight processing, a novel adaptive neural-based control strategy is shown in Fig. 2 Consequently, equation (5) can be written as
The objection of the control design is to arrive at a strategy that the states of the plant follow those of a reference model.
In this paper, the controller is developed using parameter adaptation and adaptive RBFNN combined with pole placement control scheme. The main idea is that adaptive RBFNN to attenuate the system unknown uncertainties, adaptive parameter updated law is designed to automatic disturbance rejection in real time.
The conventional adaptive approach is used to estimate the RBFNN weight matrix themselves. We introduce the novel unknown constant  which is specified as
where i  is the norm of the * *i W and an unknown positive constant because of the unknown.
Remark1: If the number of RBFNN layers is 4,15,1 respectively, the novel adaptive RBFNN algorithm includes 4 only update parameters in this paper, the traditional RBFNN algorithm contain 60 parameters correlation with the number of hidden layers nodes. It guaranteed that the computational burden of the algorithm can drastically be reduced and the algorithm is convenient to implement in applications and the estimated accuracy is not affected. In this way, the adaptive RBFNN algorithm contained only n parameters corresponding to the order of the system which reduce computation complexity of the control algorithm. is Hurwitz matrix. Generally reference input is chosen as a square wave.
An adaptive flight control law is designed the control input () ut to assure that the system (7) can track a desired reference model (9) or to eliminate the system uncertainties and external distances effectively. Based on the pole assignment theory, a suitable matrix K 1 , K 2 can be chosen to assure linear system stability as
The adaptive RBFNN and parameter adaptation is updated online to improve control dynamic performance. The adaptive control input can be constructed as the following form:
where ˆN v is the uncertainty estimation generated by the output the adaptive RBFNN, ˆb v is the parameter updated law online for disturbance estimation, vs is used to attenuate the approximation error of the RBFNN. The design virtual controllers ˆN v and ˆb v are derived in the sense of Lyapunov function.
The control law is design as Proof: from equation (14), we get 
Based on (10) and the control laws (11), (12), (13) the closed-loop control system is rewritten as 
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Proof is similar to the one in the reference [23] . (11), (12), (13), (14) , the parameter adaptation update law (20) and (21) 
where P is the symmetric definite matrix solution of ( ) 0
The time derivative of V(t) is obtained
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From lemma 1, we obtain
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From lemma 3, we get
By applying (21), (25) and lemma2, (24) can be rewritten as
where max () G  is the minimum eigenvalue of G. Choosing the suitable design parameters min () GQ   , thus 0 V  , which imply eL   . The error dynamic model of the system is asymptotically stable. Then, it can be proved that the tracking error 0 e  as t  . That is to say, asymptotic tracking is achieved. The goal in this study is to design a dynamic input u to steer the unstable system from a given set of system states x to desired states xm. At initial phase, the big difference between x and xm may result in taking a long shock adjustment time, even harmful to equipment in real systems. Some filters are design to avoid the harmfulness and guarantee the system tracking performance.
The filter is design as follow:
where xm and x r are the input and output of the filter, respectively. The goal of the signal processing filter is to obtain virtual reference signals xr which track the system desired reference signals xm. The initial condition of the filter is design as x r (0)=x(0) to guarantee all the error terms are very small at the beginning of the actual control. The filter parameter is chosen as
If the parameter  is sufficiently small, the ultimate difference between the actual reference signal x m and the virtual reference signal x r is also sufficiently small. Thus as long as the system output is capable to track the virtual reference signal very well, good actual tracking performance can be obtained accordingly.
Simulation
In this section, an ICE morphing aircraft model [17] (at flight condition of Mach 0.6 and 15000ft) will be used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed controller and the state and input matrices (A, B, D The desired reference state vector x m (t) is generated with [5] 
The reference input signal r(t) is chosen to generate a doublet roll angle and square waves. Fig. 3, Fig.4, Fig. 5 , and Fig. 6 are obtained simulation results in this study. As depicted in Fig. 3 , the virtual signal xr can track the actually reference states signal xm very well only after about two seconds. From Fig.  4 4 ], there exist the very poor tracking dynamic performance because of large overshoot and drastically shock adjustment at initial phase which harmful to equipment in real systems. With the command filter design, the system state x could track the new virtual reference signals x r very well without drastically shock presented in Fig. 5 . The Fig. 6 gives the control signals of the closed-loop system. 
Conclusion
In this paper, combined the signal filter with adaptive pole assignment approach which is a nonlinear NN-based robust control scheme is proposed for a genetic morphing aircraft subject to uncertainties and disturbances. The feature of the designed control algorithm is simplicity. The number of adaptive updated parameter of RBFNN is only same as order of the system, no matter how many neural networks nodes are used. This reduces the computation load of the control algorithm and estimated accuracy is not affected. By adding a signal processing filter into the reference model, the smooth tracked trajectories of system states are guaranteed. The proof of convergence for the robust NN-based control is presented. From theory analysis and simulation results, the stability and tracking performance of the morphing aircraft with uncertainties is guaranteed effectively. Our future research will concentrate on devising novel parameters updating laws and control scheme rendering the asymptotically stability of all the signals of the closed-loop system based-on the results of this paper.
